Abstract. Let A 2 C; B 2 OE 1; 0/. Then P OEA; B denotes the class of analytic functions p in the open unit disk with p .0/ D 1 such that
where A 2 C, B 2 OE 1; 0/ with A ¤ B: Note that P OE1; 1 D P:
Let p 2 P OEA; B : Then using the Herglotz representation, there exists a unique positive unit measure in . ; such that
C Be i t´d .t /;´2 E:
It can easily be seen from (1.2) that
and conversely, we have
Let p 2 P OEA; B : Then by using classical Schwarz lemma, that isˇw 0
for some 2 E: By using (1.4) one can compute
Now, if we let
p .´/ 2 ; j j < 1; 0 j j D 1: By Schwarz lemma for j j < 1, we see that jg .´/j Ä j´j and jg 0 .0/j Ä 1: Equality is attained in both cases if g .´/ D e i˛´f or some˛2 R: Now the condition jg 0 .0/j Ä 1 shows that there exists an a 2 E such that g 0 .0/ D a: Thus, we have
Consequently for 2 E and´0 2 E; we have V .´0; / for R´0 0 p . / d when p ranges over the class P OEA; B defined as For related study we refer to [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and the references therein. The aim of this paper is to investigate explicitly the region of variability V .´0; A; B/ for the class P OEA; B: (ii) V .´0; A; B/ is convex subset of C.
log.1 C B ´0/ o is the interior point of the set V .´0; A; B/ :
Proof. (i) Since P OEA; B is a compact subset of C; therefore V .´0; A; B/ is also compact.
(ii) Let p 1 ; p 2 2 P OEA; B: Then
is also in P OEA; B; therefore V .´0; A; B/ is convex.
.0/j D 1; then from Schwarz lemma, we obtain w f .´/ D ´;
This implies that
This also trivially holds true when´0 D 0:
. / d is in P OEA; B and w f .´/ D´ı.a´; /: For fixed 2 E and 0 2 Enf0g the function
is a non-constant analytic function of a 2 E; and therefore is an open mapping.
Keeping in view the above proposition, it is sufficient to find V OE´0; A; B for 0 Ä < 1 and´0 2 Enf0g:
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we state and prove some results which are needed in the proof of our main theorems. Proposition 2. For p 2 P OEA; B, we have jp .´/ q.´; /j Ä r.´; /;´2 E; 2 E; (3.1)
The inequality is sharp for´0 2 Enf0g if and only if f .´/ D H e iÂ ; .´/ for some Â 2 R:
Proof. Let p 2 P OEA; B: Then there exists w p 2 B such thať All these relations together with (3.6) give (3.1). Equality occurs in (3.1) when p D H iÂ; .´/; for some´2 E: Conversely if equality occurs in .3:1/ for some´2 Enf0g , then equality must hold in .3:3/. Thus by Schwarz lemma there exists Â 2 R such that w p .´/ D´ı.e iÂ´; / for all´2 E. This implies P D H iÂ; :
Geometrically the above lemma means that the functional p lies in the closed disk centred at q.´; / with radius r.´; /:
For D 0; we have the following result Proof. Since p is in P OEA; B ; therefore by using Proposition 2, we geť This implies the required result.
For our next result we need the following lemma: Lemma 1. For Â 2 R and j j < 1, the function
has zeros of order 3 at the origin and no zero elsewhere in E: Moreover, there exists a starlike normalized univalent function s in E such that G.´/ D 3 1 e iÂ s 3 .´/.
The above lemma is due to Ponnusamy et al. [4] . 
Thus from .3:5/, it follows that 
Putting a D e iÂ ; we obtain
C . e iÂ C B /´C Be iÂ´2ˇ2
Now using G.´/ defined in Lemma 1, it follows that
Using the argument of Lemma 1 that G cos / e i 1; B D 1; whereˇ< 1; j j < =2, we have the known result proved by Ponnusamy and Vasudevarao [3] as special cases of our results.
